Wales Activity Breaks
Tel: (029) 20 831658

Fax: (029) 20 832734

Cwrt y Celyn Farm, Upper Boat, Pontypridd, Mid Glamorgan CF37 5BJ

Email: info@walesactivitybreaks.co.uk

Weekend Sports Tour staying at a large Self Catering
Bunkhouse in the Brecon Beacons National Park,
with a Gorge Walking experience nearby

Bunkhouse in Brecon Beacons National Park
The property dates from 1836 and retains many original
features, such as arrow slits and exposed oak beams.
The centre is ideal for groups of all sizes.
The building is L-shaped.
Downstairs is the kitchen, dining room, lounge/TV room,
bathrooms, drying room and tuck shop.
The well equipped kitchen has microwave, fridges,
freezer and six burner cooker. It has a serving hatch into
the dining room.
The dining room has sofas and a wood burning stove at
one end, with tables and benches at the other end.
Seating around 40 people.
All the bedrooms are upstairs, with rooms
1-6 in one corridor and then a door leading to another
corridor for rooms 7-9. There are separate stairs to each
wing.
All rooms are centrally heated.
There is also a separate self-contained apartment that
sleeps up to 4 people.
We can provide bedding on request and we have a large
stock of outdoor equipment available for hire.
The bunkhouse is in the Upper Swansea Valley. In the heart of the Brecon
Beacons National Park. Its about an hours drive from Cardiff. It’s close to
fabulous waterfalls and countryside walks.

Suggested Itinerary
Friday
Travel down to South Wales and check into the bunkhouse.
6.00pm

Cook yourselves meals or order in take-away

8.00pm

Team Quiz

10.30pm

Bunks for the night

Saturday
9.00am

Make breakfasts

10.00am

Instructors meet you at the bunkhouse and
hand out the kit for the gorge walking activity.
Change into the kit.

10.30am

Short journey down to the gorge site

11.00am

Into the Gorge for a day gorge walking

2.15pm

Activity finishes, walk back to the bus but stop
off in the village hall first to change and have
packed lunches

3.00pm

Short journey back to the bunkhouse

6.00pm

Make your evening meals perhaps or
depart for a cinema or bowling complex in
Pontypridd or Swansea. Maybe book a
restaurant.

Sunday
9.00am

Make breakfasts

10.00am

Pack up and check out, depart for local club

11.30am

Rugby match with local team, before travelling
back home

